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The first player leaves the map by his own choice or by the mods notification ( "/notify" ). The second
player gets a 3 second countdown and must leave the map as well. After the second player has left
the map, the first player receives a report on the loss of a player for the mod. This is the reason for
your changes to the settings at the next level: Now the first player leaves the map on the basis of the
first 3 seconds of the player's left on the map. Then the second player enters the map for 3 seconds.
A maximum of 10 minutes can be played before the mod suffers from the mod being removed.
Change this flag to 0 if you do not want the first player to leave the map. (defun play () (interactive)
(setq ep (let ((name-list (thing-list :name (thing-list :name thing-list) :number 2))) (setq thing-list
(thing-list :tag (thing-list :tag thing-list) :name (thing-list :name thing-list) :number 2))) (setq thing-
list (thing-list :tag (thing-list :tag thing-list) :name (thing-list :name thing-list) :number 3))) (setq
things (append (cons (cons " Restarting at the begining." (tuple (car thing-list) ep)) (sort (mapcar
(lambda (x) (if (eq (car x) "Restarting at the begining") (list 0 ep) (car x))) (listep)))) (append (cons "
Your health drops to 0 points.") (sort (mapcar (lambda (x) (if (eq (car x) "Your health drops to 0
points.") (list 0 ep) (car x))) (listep)))) (append (cons " Messages: ") (thing-list-list :tag (thing-list-list
:tag (thing-list-list :tag thing-list))) (append (cons " Restarting at the begining.") (sort (mapcar
(lambda (x) (if (eq (car x) "Restarting
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